The increased use of structured overlay network for a variety of applications has attracted a lot of attention from both research community and attackers. However, the structural constraints, open nature (anybody can join and anybody may leave), and unreliability of its participant nodes significantly affect the performance of these applications and make it vulnerable to a variety of attacks such as eclipse, Sybil, and churn. One attack to compromise the service availability in overlay network is intentional churn (join/leave) attack, where a large number of malicious users will join and leave the overlay network so frequently that the entire structure collapses and becomes unavailable. The focus of this paper is to provide a new robust, efficient, and scalable hierarchical overlay architecture that will counter these attacks by providing a structure that can accommodate the fleeting behaviour of nodes without causing much structural inconsistencies. The performance evaluation showed that the proposed architecture has more failure resilience and self-organization as compared to chord based architecture. Experimental results have demonstrated that the effect of failures on an overlay is proportional to the size of failure.
Introduction
In the past two decades, structured overlay networks have emerged as a suitable architecture for implementation of various content sharing and internet service support system applications. An overlay network is defined as a layer of virtual network topology on the top of physical network, where a large number of users are pooled in order to share their resources and to provide distributed points of service. The significant scale, fault tolerance, and cost advantages of overlay networks make them very popular in the present internet scenario. Although these structures are very efficient and popular, they are not developed by keeping security in mind and are susceptible to many attacks. They can serve as a vehicle for attackers on the internet as they are vulnerable to many attacks because of the fleeting behaviour of nodes forming the overlay network.
There are two types of overlay networks available: structured and unstructured overlay networks. The structured overlay networks impose constraints on the structure of the overlay. So, if a significant number of nodes join and leave the network at an extremely rapid rate the overhead (maintenance messages) associated with this dynamism can become significant, thus degrading the performance of the system. This requirement makes structured overlay network more sensitive to the fleeting behaviour of nodes. The sensitivity of participants serves as a weapon for attackers to launch churn attack in order to bring the entire overlay structure down. An ideal overlay network should be fault-tolerant and self-organized against the dynamic behaviour of nodes (also known as churn). However, the initial design of overlay structures does not take into consideration the notorious fleeting behaviour of their nodes and thus has the limited fault tolerance and self-organization.
Security is an important issue that needs to be considered when choosing architecture to design an overlay system. Since overlay nodes are potentially unreliable and expected to behave in malicious ways, thus providing an 2 Journal of Computer Networks and Communications acceptable level of security in overlay based applications is quite challenging. Till date, researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have uncovered the various security issues in structured overlay networks. The major security issues include eclipse attack (colluding nodes attempt to partition the network) [9] [10] [11] [12] , Sybil attack (where nodes forge identities) [13] [14] [15] , and churn attack [6, [16] [17] [18] . Although a lot of research has been done on eclipse and Sybil attacks, surprisingly churn induced attacks are not widely studied. Most of the proposed structures [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] guarantee the performance of structured overlays in controlled environments only and do not consider induced dynamics of malicious peers. Although some researchers [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have studied the criticality of peer dynamics and churn induced attacks, none of the proposed work can cope with these attacks without affecting the openness of overlay networks. So, in this paper, we design a new robust structured hierarchical overlay architecture that will counter these attacks by providing a structure that can accommodate the fleeting behaviour of nodes without causing much structural inconsistencies. In this architecture certain nodes (highly stable nodes with always on characteristic) have assigned special roles to manage the arrangement of less stable and new nodes. The proposed architecture is a robust, self-modifying, and scalable structure based on a hierarchical combination of chord and robust m-child family tree with its nodes spread over multiple peers. A peer can be mapped to a node based on hash based uniform mapping.
From the above analysis, it is clear that, in a dynamic large scale network, the problem of node dynamicity must be addressed without causing routing inconsistency. In this paper, we propose structured hierarchical overlay architecture by using a super peer concept [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In the proposed approach, we use a combination of ring and robust m-child family tree and explore the dynamicity handling by localizing the effect of churn attack in subtree and cause minimum structural or routing inconsistencies. The use of robust mchild family tree architecture is powerful not just because it supports key based lookup, but because they work even when the network is highly dynamic with nodes constantly joining and leaving the network. That is, robust m-child family tree structure can handle the churn attack scenario without causing much structural inconsistencies as most updates and structural transformations (new key is always inserted at the leaf node) of robust m-child family trees are limited to the leaves and lower levels of the tree. In the proposed hierarchical design, super peer nodes are selected based on some predefined performance criteria such as performance and reliability. These super peer nodes will serve as a root node for individual m-child family trees and will be arranged in ring architecture according to their peer IDs.
As we explain in this paper, the proposed architecture has the following advantages over basic chord architecture:
(i) The proposed architecture provides more stability, as dynamic population changes in this architecture have limited interference to a tree rather than to the whole network. So, this architecture provides "isolation of churn" as node join or leave within a tree will not affect the top level chord overlay.
(ii) Most of the available tree structures suffer from lack of redundancy and therefore their structure is sensitive to single node and link failures. In the robust mchild family tree this limitation is overcome by storing additional pointers to parent and uncles along with the child information to make it robust to node and link failures.
(iii) The m-child family tree structure ensures that new unreliable node will always join as the leaf node and as we know in the tree topology the effect of failure is much higher for nodes close to the root node. So, our proposed tree structure is robust to churn attack where an attacker will trigger a large number of new nodes to join and leave the overlay in a short time span, because all these nodes irrespective of their node ID values will always join as leaf nodes and minimize the topology changes resulting from the new nodes joining and leaving the overlay.
(iv) In order to ensure fault tolerance, each super peer node has a backup node, which periodically pings the super peer and makes checkpoints on its status.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts and the most important contributions in this area. In Section 3, we provide abstract system model and adversarial model. Section 4 introduces our proposed structured hierarchical overlay network model. In Section 5, we discuss the basic algorithms for the proposed overlay architecture. Section 6 outlines the design of our experiments and covers the results and discussions.
Background and Related Work
In this section, we first introduce the basic concepts to aid the better understanding of our research work. Then, we discuss the important research contributions in the field of robust structured overlay networks that can handle a large fraction of malicious peers that frequently join/leave the overlay network to consume most of the network bandwidth for structure management purposes and make the network unstable.
Basic Concepts.
Before discussing the value of proposed architecture, we first introduce the hierarchical overlay networks and then examine the churn, both as legitimate and as malicious behavior. This section will highlight the need of robust overlay architectures to maintain the health and security of the overlay networks in the face of churn.
Structured Hierarchical Overlay
Networks. Structured overlay networks are a self-organized, distributed architecture of a large number of heterogeneous and unreliable machines arranged in a specialized structure to share a set of resources with reasonable performance guarantees. In traditional structured overlay networks all the participants are considered equal in the sense that they share the same set of responsibilities and use the same set of rules for determining the lookup routes for the messages [38] . Searching is one of the most important services provided Journal of Computer Networks and Communications 3 by the structured overlay networks. The desired features of searching are high quality query results, minimum query overhead, high routing efficiency, and resilience to node failures. Structured overlay networks have poor searching performance in dynamic environments, where nodes join and leave the overlay network frequently. To capture the heterogeneity of overlay participants and to improve the performance and scalability, overlay networks utilize the multiple levels of hierarchy in the form of hierarchical overlay networks. In these architectures, different overlay participants are given different roles (super peers and regular nodes) based on their reliability and capability. Structured hierarchical overlay networks use only structured topology at each level. The main aim behind the use of hierarchical overlay networks is to group the overlay nodes logically and each group then utilizes its intragroup overlay protocol for maintenance and lookup operation. This logical grouping of nodes is done in the top layer overlay network, where one or more nodes have been assigned the responsibility of super nodes and act as the gateway to the next level of nodes.
Churn.
The correctness and the performance of structured overlay networks mainly depend on its up to date routing table entries that together form an overlay topology with specific structural constraints (e.g., ring structure in the chord overlay network). But, due to their open nature in the real world, where nodes may join or leave the overlay network at any time, this continuous dynamism of peer participants in the form of continuous joining, leaving, and failure from the overlay network is known as churn. Churn has significant impact on the performance of structured overlay networks as it may generate a considerable traffic to accommodate the rebalancing of data among overlay participants and to update the routing table entries accordingly. Thus, significant churn may result in blocking of the normal search operation and result in lookup failures or inconsistent lookups. The most common causes of node's unavailability are network failures, mobility, overload, crashes, or a nightly-shutoff schedule.
Churn: Inherent Weakness to Intentional Attack.
Churn is studied as a dynamic legitimate behaviour of overlay participants that degrade the overlay network performance; until 2004, it has been regarded as a potential security threat by Linga et al. [39] to attack the availability of the overlay network. Due to the open nature of overlay networks, it is very difficult to avoid the participation of malicious nodes. Thus, researchers should concentrate on the development of robust overlay networks that can tolerate churn attack while still providing the services to the overlay users.
(1) Different Models of Churn Attack: Random and Strategic. Churn can be exploited as a tool to attack the availability of overlay network by generating peers, joining and leaving the network quickly in order to corrupt the functionality of the overlay network. Churn attack is a peer to peer version of Denial of services (DoS) attacks in which malicious peers frequently join and leave the overlay network to induce a large amount of communication and processing overhead to make it incapable of serving legitimate overlay participants.
These efforts of malicious attackers can be categorized into two main categories based on attacker's capability: random churn attack and strategic churn attack.
Random Intentional Churn
Attack. An attacker can exploit the churn effect by triggering the fast join/leave of a number of slave nodes to destabilize the routing infrastructure. This attack is a type of DDoS attack on overlay networks and its impact can be amplified by Sybil nodes.
Strategic Churn
Attack. An intelligent adversary can plan a strategic attack against structured overlay network by continuously attacking its weakest part or pinpointing the attack to specified targets only. Such an attacker learns the topology of the overlay by inserting a crawler and then plans its attack accordingly to partition the overlay network.
Churn attacks are an artificially induced churn with potentially high rates to cause bandwidth consumption due to overlay maintenance. This leads to the worst case of denial of service or service degradation. Cooperative web caching [39] is an attractive application of structured overlay networks to eliminate the use of proxy servers by storing metainformation in the overlay nodes. However, this application is vulnerable to churn attack as an attacker can easily mount a distributed denial of service attack by crippling the sharing mechanism. For this, attackers can pose extreme stress in the form of maintenance overhead generated by a large number of concurrent nodes join/leave procedures, which otherwise are considered nonmalicious. In this paper, we have proposed an efficient structured hierarchical overlay network to survive churn attack.
Related Work.
Churn is an attractive tool for an adversary to destabilize the structured overlay network [39] . In this attack, a large number of malicious users will join and leave the network frequently in order to increase the bandwidth consumption due to overlay maintenance. The state-of-theart structured overlay network architecture [20, 24, [40] [41] [42] [43] considers churn as a legitimate node behaviour and provides simple maintenance mechanisms with significant recovery time to handle a set of node failures [44] [45] [46] . Researchers have been aware of this attack for quite a while [2, [6] [7] [8] 17 ] and various solutions have been presented to thwart this attack [25, 27, [47] [48] [49] but until recently no solution can provably cope with this attack without compromising the openness of the overlay network. Moreover, most of the proposed solutions [27, 48] are static as they can handle only bounded number of node failures. Kuhn et al. [27] have proposed an efficient but a complex architecture to counter an intelligent adversary by continuously shifting newly joined nodes to less sparse areas. In contrast, our proposed technique is simpler and addresses more realistic random intentional churn attack by allowing the new nodes to join as a leaf node thereby isolating the effect of leave of malicious nodes without affecting the rest of the overlay. A large number of researchers are currently working on structuring the overlay networks in a hierarchical manner [31, 33-35, 37, 50-54] in order to achieve better efficiency, performance, maintenance cost, and load balancing. In [53] , Rocamora and Pedrasa have [24] Flat (log 2 ) (log 2 ) (log ) Pastry [20] Flat (log 2 ) (log 2 ) ( log ) TLS [36] Flat (log ) (log ) (log ) BATON [19] Flat (6 log ) (log ) (log )
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evaluated the hierarchical DHTs in the churn scenario of mobile nodes and clearly state the effectiveness of hierarchical DHTs as compared to flat DHTs. However, they have not considered the effect of malicious adversary, who maliciously triggers a large number of join requests for limited lifetime to bring the entire system down. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of performance of different overlay networks and our proposed architecture. In this table, we have compared the performance of different state-of-the-art flat and hierarchical structured overlay networks in terms of lookup hop count and cost of join and leave in the form of messages sent per join/leave event. The major advantage of our proposed work is that the cost of insertion and deletion will not increase with the increase in the network size as the nodes do not need to make its place in the overlay structure; rather they will always join as leaf nodes. The cost of node join or leave will depend on the degree of m-child family tree as it will define the number of redundant pointers to the target node.
Model

System Model.
A dynamic structured overlay network is composed, at any time, of a finite set of nodes due to continuous arrival and departure of overlay nodes. These nodes have assigned a unique identifier derived by using the standard SHA [55] on the IP address of a node from a k-bit identifier space. Each node of the tree will store a range of values by splitting this range into four equal parts and maintain m-child pointers to store the address of the subtree responsible for storage of these ranges. The nodes are organized into trees, and each tree has its autonomous overlay network with a reliable root node. The overall overlay tree organization is provided by top level chord [24] based overlay network. Each tree has its root node (super peer) in the top level overlay network. Super peer nodes act as a gateway between different trees to provide intertree communication. The top layer overlay (chord) is responsible for overall connectivity of different peers. So, chord ring is formed with more stable and powerful nodes. The tree nodes will communicate with each other through message passing using the hierarchical overlay network. This message passing is possible by maintaining a neighbourhood table at each node and this table will define the topology of the lower tier overlay network. The neighbourhood table of each node will store the address of its immediate descendants, its parent, and its uncles (siblings of its parent). The top level overlay will determine the tree responsible for the key and then the responsible tree will use its overlay to determine the specific node responsible for the desired key. The routing mechanism of our tree structure is similar to searching in a tree. The dynamicity of envisioned system will cause topological inconsistencies and communication failure due to invalid entries in the neighbourhood table. Our envisioned system is robust to the joining of a new node as the new node will always join as the leaf node of the appropriate subtree based on its node ID. So, the joining of a new node and its unreliable behaviour will not affect the rest of the structure of the tree. But, the uninformed leave of a tree node causes disconnection of its descendants from the rest of the tree. So, an efficient recovery mechanism should be in place to fix the network. That is why dynamicity can be used by an attacker as a weapon to collapse the entire structure of overlay networks. The communication failure caused by these topological inconsistencies is the focus of this paper.
Adversary Model. A fundamental issue faced with an
open system is that any new node can join the network at any time and existing nodes can leave the network without informing. The attacker can exploit this dynamic behaviour of nodes, to launch an availability attack against structured overlay networks. In our work, we consider an adversary adv that can launch a churn attack against the overlay network by performing frequent join and leave of a number of nodes per unit time and results in a drastic change in the population of an overlay. Here, node population comprises nodes currently participating in overlay = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ). In this model, we assume that nodes will depart or crash without notice, hence causing communication failure due to invalid neighbourhood table entries. In the intentional churn attack model the attacker will generate a polynomial number of join requests from a large number of nodes with random node IDs and enforce a limited lifetime of each node. The main aim of joining attacker is to ruin the whole system. In our model external adversary controls the churn, but not the behaviour of internal nodes. In traditional DHTs, these newly joined nodes will take their place in the DHT and after an enforced time they all will leave the overlay to break the entire structure and make the overlay network unable to serve queries. 
Proposed Robust m-Child Family Tree Based Structured Hierarchical Overlay Network Architecture
In a structured overlay system, finding an efficient and scalable solution for content discovery in the presence of massive churn is a challenging problem. In this section, we present a robust and fault-tolerant structured hierarchical overlay structure to counter churn attack. The basic mechanism behind our approach is to give a noncritical role to newly joined nodes so that their failure will have no or short range effect. Figure 1 represents the structure of the proposed overlay network. The proposed architecture is built on a two-tier hierarchical architecture, where the higher tier consists of super peer nodes representing ring nodes and forming the root of the family tree and lower tier represent the remaining family tree. The key idea behind using family tree structure is to create a scalable and robust overlay network, where each node can store at the max files. Every family tree has a super peer as its root node. Local peers in the same family tree are connected to other family trees through their root node and are arranged. In case of a query message, the local node will calculate the given key using uniform mapping rule. If a key lies in its own jurisdiction, it will find the node responsible; otherwise query will be moved upward until it finds the node responsible or it reaches the root node. At the root node, it will check whether required key lies in the local m-child family tree or not. If it lies there, then request will be sent to local m-child family subtree; otherwise root will find the super peer responsible for holding the key and forward the query to appropriate super peer in the ring topology.
Definition 1.
Each regular peer will be a member of local m-child family tree with root node (member of the layer 1 chord ring), if is the first node whose ID is followed by the ID of the peer .
To provide a better understanding of the proposed hierarchical model, we first provide an overview of working of robust m-child family tree and how overlay peers will be organized into robust m-child family tree topology.
Basic m-Child Family
Tree. We consider trees that store a finite set of keys in the range ( , +1 , . . . , ), where is the node ID of the root node (super peer) and +1 is the node ID of immediate successor of the root node in the top layer chord ring as shown in Figure 2 . Each node of the tree contains a sequence of keys split into four equal ranges separated by pointers [ ] referring to its child node. For the leaf nodes all the child pointers are null.
Initially, all the keys are stored by the root node. As a new node joins the tree, it will be added as a leaf node of a subtree based on its node ID value. The child pointer of the parent node will be updated accordingly and the parent will delegate the key storage responsibility of appropriate range (the range in which joining node's ID is falling) to its child node. The values of keys of separate ranges are stored in each subtree.
Anatomy of Robust m-Child Family
Tree. The creation and maintenance of family tree structure is quite simple. This tree structure fulfils the property that insertions are restricted to be as leaf nodes. So, new nodes can join or leave the data structure without causing much inconsistency and make this system suitable for dynamic environments by decreasing the cost of insertion and deletion. In the proposed architecture, family tree with the fixed root and additional robust pointer structure and robust representation of stored keys is used. An m-child family tree is the one in which a tree can have children.
Definition 2 (proposed m-child family tree). This is a self-modifying, multiway structure of order , where each node is defined as a tuple of
where Range is the set of key values stored by the specific subtree in the ascending order (1 ≤ ≤ ), is the pointer from node to its child (1 ≤ ≤ ), bool is a Boolean variable, which will be true if is a leaf node and false otherwise, and and [ ] are the pointers from the node to its parent and uncle (parent's sibling), respectively. The values of keys separate the ranges stored in each subtree.
The robust pointer structure and new insertion as leaf node make this structure suitable for implementation of overlay network in which new nodes are usually unreliable. In robust m-child family tree structure nodes promptly react to node failure to maintain connectivity.
The structured hierarchical overlay network implements the network as a combination of chord and robust m-child family tree. The information sharing between different peers will be implemented using this combination, where chord network will identify the m-child family tree responsible for storage of a particular range of data and this m-child family tree will then find the particular node responsible for it. This m-child family tree is the basic data structure for a structured hierarchical overlay network with a hash table distributed on it. There is a node in an m-child family tree for each peer in the system. An m-child family tree has spread its nodes over different peers and these values are mapped to hash of an IP address of these peers.
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Proposed Structured Hierarchical Overlay Network Algorithms
In this section, we introduce different algorithms for creating, maintaining, and querying an m-child family tree based hierarchical structured overlay network that derives its characteristics from the working of general real time family tree structure. Our goal is to create an m-child family tree rooted on super node to store a range of values on different nodes in an effective, fault-tolerant, and efficient manner. In this architecture, top level chord architecture is formed by most reliable (high expected life time) nodes and reduces the expected number of hops and failures.
Super Peer Selection.
In order to create the hierarchical overlay, first, we need to select top layer overlay nodes. More stable nodes will be selected as super peers to minimize the churn effects in the top layer overlay. Various researchers [33] [34] [35] 56] have proposed different techniques to select stable peers and designate them as super peers of hierarchical overlays.
In our architecture, we have used a gradient search algorithm [35] to discover highly stable peers for the top layer chord overlay network. In this algorithm peer's uptime is used as a metric to compute the stability of the peer to check whether the node is the suitable candidate to take the responsibility of a super peer. Each super peer node will maintain two tables: finger table for top layer chord overlay and routing table for local m-child family tree. The routing table at each node of m-child family tree will store entries for its immediate descendants and its parent and uncles (siblings of the parent node).
Tree Creation.
The initialization of m-child family tree involves the steps mentioned in algorithm explained in Algorithm 1.
In our algorithm; we first designate the top layer chord overlay node (super peer) as the root node of the m-child family tree. As we know, every chord node with ID m is responsible for the storage of a range of keys between and , where + 1 is the ID of its immediate successor in the chord overlay. So, we divide this range into separate chunks, so that layer 2 overlay nodes that have to join the overlay network will choose their subtree according to their ID in the appropriate chunk. As already specified in Section 4, every m-child family tree node is a tuple of [(Range 1 , 1 ), (Range 2 , 2 ), (Range 3 , 3 ) , . . . , (Range , ), bool, [ ], ], so we have to set the pointers for the child, parent, and uncle nodes of the root nodes. Initially they all are NULL pointers and their corresponding entry will be made in the neighbourhood table of the node. These pointers and neighbourhood table will be updated as the new nodes will join the overlay network.
Peer Join.
In order to join an overlay, a requesting node must know at least one peer, who is already registered in the overlay network. That registered peer can be a super peer or a lower tier peer. The steps of joining process are explained with the help of an algorithm in Algorithms 2 and 3.
Impact of Node Join.
The impact of joining of a node on the performance of the proposed architecture is negligible. Because, regardless of the ID of joining node, it will always be inserted as a leaf node and its parent will delegate its load to this newly joined node and set its pointer accordingly. So, all the routing table entries will be correct and thus queries can be routed to appropriate nodes without disruption.
Theorem 3. In a proposed network of nodes, the expected number of hops for a join operation is (log ), where n is the total number of nodes in the overlay and ( (1) + ( ( − 1))) neighbourhood tables get updated after this join operation,
where m is the degree of m-child family tree.
Maintenance of Failure of Peers and Super Peers.
Maintenance of the proposed approach is mainly of two types: intratree and intertree maintenance. Intratree maintenance handles the impact of normal (informed leave) or abnormal failure on the structure of B-tree. Intertree maintenance aims to preserve super peer's chord structure in the event of super peer failure or informed leave.
Intertree Maintenance (Top Layer Maintenance).
In order to withstand churn attack, top layer overlay architecture is made up of highly stable super peer. In order to provide reliability, each super peer is associated with a backup node. In case of informed leave, super peer will inform the backup node about its status and delegate the responsibility. Whereas, in order to handle failure of super peer, a background periodic stabilization process is used. In this stabilization process, Join (n 1 , n 2 ) { // node 1 wants to join the overlay network and knows a node 2 that is currently a member of overlay network.
(1) If 2 is a super node(top layer node), then (2) If host tree is responsible for 1 , then (3) Go to step (6) . (4) Else (5) = Find Tree( 1 ) // joining node perform a tree lookup, which is routed in the top level overlay to the super node responsible for the key. (6) 1 .Join Tree( ) (7) else // if 2 is not a super node (8) 2 .Forward Request(root) // node 2 will forward the 1 's join request to its root (9) if root node(host tree) is the super node responsible for the key, then (10) 1 .Join Tree( ) (11) else //if root node(host tree) is not responsible for the key (12) = Find Tree( 1 ) (13) 1 .Join Tree( ) (14) Return. } n 2 .Find Tree (n 1 ) { // node 2 will find the super node responsible for node 1 (1) = ( 2 , successor) (2) if 1 ∈ // super node responsible for the key is found (3) return (4) backup node will ping the corresponding node after regular interval and take its responsibility in case of failure detection.
Intratree Maintenance (Tier 2 Maintenance).
Intratree maintenance mechanism is responsible for maintaining the structure of robust m-child family tree in case of node failure or informed leave. In a general tree structure with the loss of the parent node the descendants will be disconnected from the tree. But, in case of an m-child family tree structure after parent loss, they will connect to their grandparents through their uncle (each node will store its parent's address) and grandparent will delegate the parent's responsibility to the appropriate grandchild. In case of failure of nodes, the periodic stabilization mechanism will detect the node failure and take the following corrective measures:
(1) Every child will perform a periodic check to find whether its parent is alive or not. So, child node will identify the node failure.
(2) After failure identification, the child will contact its uncle to inform the grandparent about the failure of their parent node . (3) After receiving intimation about failure, a grandparent will apply the informed leave mechanism to arrange the graceful leave of its failed child.
The informed leave mechanism is explained as shown in Algorithm 4.
Impact of Node
Failure. The impact of failure of nodes lying on m-child family tree is very little in the local subtree only. When a lower tier node fails either its parent or child nodes will trigger a recovery mechanism similar to informed leave mechanism to restore their network connectivity with the rest of the overlay. Each node will also maintain pointers to their uncles, so that in case of cascade failures in a single subtree they can restore the connectivity by contacting their common alive parent with other subtrees (rooted at the same super peer) by contacting their uncle. The additional sets 
Lookup Algorithm.
Any node from top tier or lower tier can issue a lookup request. In the second case, query should first be forwarded to the connected super peer in order to process it. Super peer will find the tree responsible for answering it, by routing the lookup request in the top tier chord overlay. After successfully finding the tree responsible, the root node will search for the node actually responsible for storing the key as shown in Algorithms 5 and 6.
Key Lookup (n 1 , k 1 ) { // lookup algorithm for key 1 issued by node 1 (1) If 1 is a super node of tree , then (2) If ( 1 can answer query) then // if issued query lies in local tree (3) Node = 1 .Search Tree( ) (4) Else // if 1 cannot answer the query (5) = 1 .Find Tree( 1 ) // query is routed in the top layer overlay to find the super node responsible for the key (6) Node = 1 .Search Tree( ) // find the node responsible for the storage of key 1 in tree (7) Else // 1 is not a super node (8) If ( 1 can answer query) then // if issued query lies in local sub tree range (9) = 1 (10) Node = 1 .Search Tree( ) (11) Else // if query is not in local subtree (12) 1 .Forward Request( 1 , root) // node 1 will forward the key lookup request to its root (13) Go to step (2) . (14) Return } n 1 .Find Tree (k 1 ) { // node 1 will find the super node responsible for node 1 (1) = ( 1 , successor) (2) if ( 1 ∈ ) // super node responsible for the key is found (3) return (4) else // forward the query to next node of the ring (5) .Find Tree ( 1 ) } n 1 .Forward Request (k 1 , Root) { // Forward the request from node 1 to the root of the tree (1) If ( 1 is not a root node), then Theorem 5. In a proposed network of nodes, the search for key 1 is carried out in (log ) steps.
Experiments and Results
To prove and verify the proposed hierarchical structure, the omnet++ based overlay simulation framework OverSim [57] is used. The OverSim is an event based simulator with a layered architecture to provide a common API for application development. Its simulation framework is suitable for the design, evaluation, and comparison of different overlay network models at a large scale with support of different underlay networks. The new overlay modules are declared using NED language and their behaviour is customized using C++. The OverSim architecture provides a variety of underlay networks varying from simple underlay to more real IPV4 underlay.
Experimental Settings.
The main parameters of our simulation are listed in Table 2 . The simulations are performed using and updating the existing chord architecture in the OverSim simulator. All simulations are conducted on a network of varying size from 500 to 10000 nodes; each node assigned random 160-bit node ID. The network size defines the total number of overlay nodes in the simulation. In our proposed architecture, we have three types of nodes: super peer nodes (stable nodes in chord ring), regular peers (legitimate peers in tree topology), and malicious nodes (nodes with a short life span). As most of the existing analytical and numerical results indicate the presence of a small number of stable nodes in an overlay network, thus, in our proposed architecture, layer 1 overlay comprises about 5% of the total overlay population [58] and the remaining 95% of population comprises a mix of regular and malicious peers for different churn attack scenarios as specified in Table 2 . The selection of churn generator is mainly based on the type of churn behaviour simulation. For legitimate churn behaviour, a Pareto churn model is used, which will generate heavy tailed session times similar to real results from many real time peer to peer systems. But, if an attacker wants to insert many short lived peers in the overlay network, then the lifetime churn generator is the most appropriate churn attack generator as it is based on the Weibull distribution, which is known to be best for modelling a variety of life behaviour. The level of churn is simulated by varying the values of mean node lifetime between 400 seconds and 1,600 seconds. A shorter lifetime means a higher level of churn [16] .
The stabilization delay and the fix finger delay refer to the duration between periodic ping to make sure that the neighbour and the exponential neighbours (finger table  entries) are alive and successor table and finger table pointers are up to date. Each node on the chord ring maintains a successor list of size 4. The value of these parameters is chosen based on the most recent studies for the performance of chord based overlay networks.
The degree of m-child family tree describes the maximum number of children for a node. The fixed value of degree of proposed m-child family tree based overlay architecture used in the experimental settings is emphasized in bold typeface.
Simulation Results.
Two things are evaluated here: first proving that the hierarchy introduced in the proposed architecture added value in terms of performance and scalability; second, proving the robustness of the proposed architecture to the intentional churn attack.
Performance of Proposed Hierarchical Architecture.
To evaluate the performance of proposed hierarchical overlay architecture, we simulate it with nodes having legitimate churn behaviour. The following parameters are used for performance assessment of the proposed structure. (i) Average Lookup Hop Count. The average search hop count measures the performance of a system as the number of average hops needed for search. Figure 3 represents the performance of different overlay networks with respect to different overlay network sizes. The results clearly show that the proposed hierarchical architecture has better results as compared to other architectures due to stable super peer based top layer and the divide and conquer principle for message forwarding in the appropriate subtree with the use of tree based architecture in layer 2. From Figure 3 , it is clear that the tree based architectures with fault tolerance capability (redundant pointers) such as BATON [19] perform better than chord architecture [24] due to underlying divide and conquer approach, but lack of redundancy in multiway trees [59] will make the situation worse by failure of the whole subtree in case of the parent failure. We also measure the average hop count by varying the degree of m-child family tree with = 2, 4, 6, respectively, with respect to same set of participants as shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 4 , it is evident that the lookup hop count is reduced by increasing the degree of m-child family tree. Because, by increasing the degree of m-child family tree, the height of the tree will be reduced and ultimately it will decrease the number of hops to search a particular key. Thus, these results verify our first claim that our proposed architecture is efficient as compared to existing architectures in terms of minimum lookup delay. However, with the increase in the degree of m-child family tree, the number of pointers to be maintained at each node will also increase. Thus, designers have to select the degree of m-child family tree by taking this additional overhead in consideration. has to join as a leaf node and needs to update the pointer of its parent node and uncles (sibling of the parent node), whereas, in case of BATON [19] and multiway tree [59] , a new node can join at any position based on its node ID and has to update a large number of pointers to their parent node, siblings, child nodes, and so forth. The join operation of BATON [19] architecture is more costly as compared to multiway tree [59] due to its need to store a large number of redundant pointers for fault tolerance. Moreover, as compared to other architectures, the proposed architecture partitions the overlay into multiple suboverlays and in turn reduces the number of routing table updates per node in case of join and failure.
Robustness of Proposed Hierarchical
Architecture. In order to evaluate the effect of the intentional churn attack, we performed simulations starting with a number of honest peers only. We implemented a simple churn attack, where a significant number of nodes are added and removed from the network in each round. In our simulation model first intentional churn attack begins after the super peer topology has been constructed and has stabilized with the tree nodes. The performance of our proposed architecture is expected to remain consistent under intentional churn attack where a significant number of nodes are added and removed from the system within short time duration. We also evaluate the robustness of the proposed architecture under varying levels (represents the percentage of nodes that join/leave the system at each round) of churn attack.
(i) Lookup Success Ratio under Churn Attack. In this set of experiments, we measure the ability of proposed approach to achieve robust lookup operations despite the presence of heavy intentional churn attack. The robust lookup is realized by forcing the unreliable new nodes to get inserted at leaf levels. Figure 6 clearly represents the robust behaviour of proposed architecture: for 25% churn, lookup success ratio is almost 98% and for 50% churn 88% of the queries are correctly answered.
These results clearly indicate the robustness of the proposed architecture under intentional churn attack as our architecture can provide lookup performance guarantees even when 50% of nodes are malicious.
(ii) Number of Disconnections under Churn Attack. It is the number of peers that lose their connections to the rest of the overlay due to churn attack. The experimental results show that the proposed architecture remains well connected under churn attack. Figure 7 shows that the proposed architecture reduces the large number of disconnections as compared to chord [24] overlay network under varying levels of churn attack. The number of disconnections will be reduced due to the isolation of the churn property of hierarchical network; along with this, our attack model usually triggers the malicious users to join the overlay network in rounds and all these malicious users will join as leaf nodes of the suboverlay. Thus, it will not impact the working of legitimate nodes and results in less number of disconnections.
Conclusion
The overlay networks emerge as a popular platform for the construction of large scale distributed systems; however the attackers can unleash the various attacks against overlay networks by exploiting their open nature. We presented a robust hierarchical overlay network to counter the intentional churn attack by adding the newly joined nodes at the leaf levels only with limited connectivity. The proposed architecture offers more stability, lookup efficiency, and less maintenance overhead by using more reliable peers at the top layer chord ring and regular peers inside m-child family tree at layer 2. The m-child family tree architecture reduces the lookup and maintenance message overhead by using divide and conquer principle for message forwarding in the appropriate subtree. But, this efficiency comes at a cost of retaining redundant uncle pointers at each node and incorporation of some sort of centrality in the distributed overlay architecture. Our simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed hierarchical architecture to counter different churn attack levels without affecting the performance and connectivity of live peers with minimum maintenance message overhead.
